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Key Areas of WeaknessKey Areas of Strength
 • Injunctive-style relief mechanism under 

Computer Crime Act used against 
trademark infringement in 2020—could 
prove to be a pivotal new tool against 
the online sales of counterfeit goods

 • Higher damages awarded in IP-infringement 
proceedings in 2019 and 2020

 • Customs Act amendments have resulted in 
greater anti-counterfeiting efforts against 
infringing goods in-transit in 2018 and 2019

 • Proposed copyright amendments would 
address many of the existing deficiencies 
and weaknesses in Thai copyright law

 • Thailand moved from the Priority Watch 
List to the Watch List on USTR’s Special 
301 Report Out-of-Cycle Review, driven by 
stronger enforcement and coordination 
within the Thai government

 • Basic level of protection and registration system 
in place for copyrights, trademarks, and designs

 • Inadequate patent protection, gaps in 
patentability, and severe patent backlogs

 • Life sciences IP rights inconsistent with TRIPS

 • Barriers to market access for patent holders

 • High physical counterfeiting and digital piracy 
rates—software piracy estimated at 64%

 • Limited participation in international treaties

http://www.uschamber.com/ipindex
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Indicator Score
Category 1: Patents, Related Rights and Limitations 2.72

1. Patent term of protection 1.00

2. Patentability requirements 0.25

3. Patentability of computer-implemented 
inventions (CIIs) 0.25

4. Plant variety protection, term of protection 0.72

5. Pharmaceutical-related patent enforcement and 
resolution mechanism 0.00

6. Legislative criteria and use of compulsory 
licensing of patented products and technologies 0.00

7. Patent term restoration for pharmaceutical products 0.00

8. Membership of a Patent Prosecution Highway 
(PPH) 0.50

9. Patent opposition 0.00

Category 2: Copyrights, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 2.28

10. Copyright (and related rights) term of protection 0.53

11. Legal measures which provide necessary 
exclusive rights that prevent infringement of 
copyrights and related rights (including Web 
hosting, streaming, and linking)

0.25

12. Expeditious injunctive-style relief and disabling of 
infringing content online 0.50

13. Availability of frameworks that promote 
cooperative action against online piracy 0.00

14. Scope of limitations and exceptions to copyrights 
and related rights 0.25

15. Technological protection measures (TPM) and 
digital rights management (DRM) legislation 0.25

16. Clear implementation of policies and guidelines 
requiring that any proprietary software used on 
government ICT systems should be licensed 
software

0.50

Category 3: Trademarks, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 2.50

17. Trademarks term of protection (renewal periods) 1.00

18. Protection of well-known marks 0.25

19. Legal measures available that provide necessary 
exclusive rights to redress unauthorized uses of 
trademarks

0.50

20. Availability of frameworks that promote action 
against online sale of counterfeit goods 0.75

Category 4: Design Rights, Related Rights,  
and Limitations 0.90

21. Industrial design term of protection 0.40

22. Legal measures available that provide necessary 
exclusive rights to redress unauthorized use of 
industrial design rights

0.50

Category 5: Trade Secrets and the Protection  
of Confidential Information 0.50

23. Protection of trade secrets (civil remedies) 0.25

24. Protection of trade secrets (criminal sanctions) 0.25

25. Regulatory data protection term 0.00

Indicator Score
Category 6: Commercialization of IP Assets and 
Market Access 1.67

26. Barriers to market access 0.00

27. Barriers to technology transfer 0.25

28. Registration and disclosure requirements of 
licensing deals 0.00

29. Direct government intervention in setting 
licensing terms 0.00

30. IP as an economic asset 0.75

31. Tax incenstives for the creation of IP assets 0.67

Category 7: Enforcement 3.07

32. Physical counterfeiting rates 0.48

33. Software piracy rates 0.34

34. Civil and precedural remedies 0.25

35. Pre-established damages and/or mechanisms for 
determining the amount of damages generated 
by infringement

0.25

36. Criminal standards including minimum 
imprisonment and minimum fines 0.25

37. Effective border measures 0.75

38. Transparency and public reporting by customs 
authorities of trade-related IP infringement 0.75

Category 8: Systemic Efficiency 3.25

39. Coordination of IP rights enforcement 1.00

40. Consultation with stakeholders during IP policy 
formation 0.50

41. Educational campaigns and awareness raising 0.75

42. Targeted incentives for the creation and use of IP 
assets for SMEs 0.50

43. IP-intensive industries, national economic impact 
analysis 0.50

Category 9: Membership and Ratification of 
International Treaties 1.00

44. WIPO Internet Treaties 0.00

45. Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks 
and Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of Marks

0.50

46. Patent Law Treaty and Patent Cooperation Treaty 0.50

47. Membership of the International Convention for the 
Protection of New Varieties of Plants, Act of 1991 0.00

48. Membership of the Convention on Cybercrime, 
2001 0.00

49. The Hague Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Industrial Designs 0.00

50. At least one post-TRIPS FTA with substantive IP 
provisions and chapters in line with international 
best practices

0.00

Total Score:  
17.89
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Spotlight on the National IP Environment

Past Editions versus Current Scores

Thailand’s overall score has increased from 
35.56% (17.78 out of 50) in the ninth edition to 
35.78% (17.89 out of 50) in the tenth edition. 
This reflects a score increase on indicator 32.

Area of Note

Thailand is currently in the process of reforming 
various parts of its national IP environment, 
including statutory law, implementing regulations, 
and IP office examination manuals. As detailed over 
the course of the Index, in anticipation of Thailand’s 
accession to the WIPO Internet Treaties, copyright 
reforms through both proposed direct amendments 
to the Copyright Act as well as changes to the 
Computer Crime Act have been put forward. Some 
of these proposed changes have been passed into 
law, but many more remain at a review stage. The 
latest draft Copyright Act from late 2020 builds on 
earlier proposals and would improve some aspects 
of Thailand’s copyright environment. For example, 
the amendments include the creation of a notice-
and-takedown scheme, the definition of liability for 
service providers, and some additional remedies 
for the circumvention of technological protection 
measures including the manufacture, sale, rental, or 
importation of circumvention devices. With respect 
to the proposed notice-and-takedown mechanism, 
it is critical that any final Copyright Act includes 
clear provisions on what constitutes secondary 
liability and the extent to which ISPs and online 
intermediaries must act in an expeditious fashion 
upon receiving a notice of alleged infringement.

Revisions to the Patent Act have also been ongoing 
for years, with several iterations of draft proposals 
put forward since 2018. At the time of research, 
it was still unclear what a final draft law would 
look like. On a positive note, early indications are 
that amendments will include important changes 

to industrial design rights with an extension of 
the term of protection from its current statutory 
basis of a maximum of ten years. Covering 50 
indicators across nine separate categories, the 
Index has for a decade provided a clear model for 
the type and strength of IP rights that international 
innovators, creators, and rightsholders need in 
order to fully develop and commercialize their ideas 
and products. As the Thai government and the 
National Assembly pursue a program of national 
IP rights reforms, we would encourage them to 
utilize the findings of the Index and accompanying 
Statistical Annex as a guide in 2022 and beyond.

Trademarks, Related Rights, and Limitations

19. Legal measures available that provide 
necessary exclusive rights to redress unauthorized 
uses of trademarks; and 20. Availability of 
frameworks that promote action against online 
sale of counterfeit goods: As discussed in previous 
editions of the Index, rightsholders have long 
faced difficulties in protecting their trademarks in 
Thailand. The availability of physical counterfeit 
goods is high and as e-commerce grows, a 
growing proportion of the trade in counterfeits 
is moving online. The past three years have 
seen major developments with respect to online 
enforcement against counterfeit goods. In 2019 
the Thai government through the national IP 
office, the DIP, held consultations with some of 
the major e-commerce platforms to discuss tools 
and procedures to more effectively tackle online 
infringement and the sale of counterfeit goods. 
The two largest online shopping platforms in 
Thailand, Lazada and Shopee, reported on existing 
or recently enhanced systems to tackle online 
piracy. Lazada—a subsidiary of Alibaba—has begun 
implementing Alibaba’s IP Protection Platform 
system, which enables customers to file a complaint 
directly with the platform through either the website 
or the mobile application. Shopee reported on an 

http://www.uschamber.com/ipindex
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online link and a call center line where rightsholders 
can submit their complaints. The same year, the 
DIP organized a workshop bringing together 
rightsholders, internet platforms, and national 
and foreign enforcement agencies to discuss the 
platforms’ role in tackling online piracy. The DIP 
also created a dedicated unit for online violations 
tasked with furthering dialogue among relevant 
stakeholders, including online marketplaces. 

As reported in the Index last year, these positive 
developments continued in 2020 with what could 
perhaps be a precedent-setting application of 
an injunctive-style relief mechanism introduced 
in the 2016 Computer Crime Act. Specifically, 
these amendments provide a legal mechanism 
requiring ISPs to disable access to IP-infringing 
sites. Under the mechanism, the Ministry of Digital 
Economy and Society (MDES) may file a motion 
for a permanent injunction for disabling access 
to websites with IP-infringing content (defined as 
computer data that are a criminal offense against 
IP). MDES is notified by IP owners of infringing 
content and then sends a request for injunctive 
relief to a court. If an injunction is granted by a 
court, MDES orders the ISP to disable access 
to the site. Up until 2020, this mechanism had 
exclusively been used by copyright rightsholders. 
This has now changed, and both the MDES 
and a relevant court approve and order ISPs to 
disable access to several websites on the basis 
of infringement of trademark rights. As noted in 
last year’s Index, the decision marks a potential 
new and pivotal avenue whereby rightsholders can 
more effectively enforce their trademarks online. 

These positive efforts continued in 2021. In 
January the Deputy Prime Minister presided over 
the signing of an MOU between rightsholders, 
online retailers (including both Lazada and 
Shopee), and the Thai government. The purpose 
of the MOU is to facilitate stronger cooperation 
between online retailers, rightsholders, and relevant 
government ministries and agencies in eliminating 

counterfeiting and strengthen the enforcement of 
IP rights. The Index commends the Thai government 
and, in particular, the DIP for the leading role it 
has played in these positive developments.

Systemic Efficiency

As has been noted over the course of the Index, 
Thailand is a leader among emerging markets 
with respect to the indicators in Category 8: 
Systemic Efficiency. Thailand achieves a score of 
65% (3.25 out of 5) in this category. This compares 
to an overall Index score of 35.78%. This is also 
considerably higher than its performance in other 
Index categories. Thailand’s score in this category is 
higher than many high-income markets—including 
both Kuwait and the UAE—and comparable to 
OECD members like Greece, New Zealand, and 
Israel. Since 2013 Thailand has had in place 
the National IP Center for Enforcement (NICE), 
a body created to promote cooperation across 
government agencies that covers enforcement 
of IP rights. Led by the DIP, the NICE focuses 
on operations aimed at serious offenders. 

In 2016, Thailand introduced a follow-on platform, 
the Subcommittee on IPR Enforcement, which 
brings together 16 government agencies as well as 
industry groups, including the Thai FDA, National 
Science and Technology Development Agency, 
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers 
Association, IP Association of Thailand, Fair 
Trade Area Watch, and Thai Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturers Association. Led by the Internal 
Security Operations Command, the subcommittee 
focuses on IP policy and enforcement. Similarly, 
relevant Thai authorities have historically and 
are currently supporting awareness-raising 
and educational activities on the socio-
economic benefits of IP rights and the harm 
that counterfeiting does. Also, technical support 
programs are in place for inventors and creators. 
Specifically, the DIP has introduced a wide range 
of programs intended to educate SMEs about 
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IP and enhance the role of IP in their business. 
It also has a unit dedicated to guide businesses 
to understand how to file an application. 

The National Science and Technology Development 
Agency also has a program to assist SMEs in 
drafting patent specifications at a low cost. 
Several studies have also been commissioned or 
supported by the Thai government that examine 
the relationship between IP rights and economic 
activity. This includes the 2012 The Economic 
Contribution of Copyright-Based Industries in 
Thailand, commissioned by WIPO. This report 
found that the total contribution of copyright-
related industries to the Thai economy was 
substantial, amounting to a value added of the 
equivalent of 4.48% of GDP and 2.85% of total 
employment. These efforts have continued over 
the last few years and, specifically, in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The DIP has launched 
several additional support programs and policies, 
including deadline extensions and greater adoption 
of electronic and virtual services. The latter 
initiative includes the 2020-21 program “Smart 
DIP,” which includes a dedicated e-platform for IP 
registration; an online dispute resolution process; 
and a growing database of patent and technology 
trends. Thailand’s positive and sustained efforts 
in building its institutional capacity have been 
widely recognized. In 2018, Thailand was moved 
from the Priority Watch List to the Watch List on 
the United States Trade Representative’s Special 
301 Report Out-of-Cycle Review. When describing 
why it made this decision, the USTR rightly 
emphasized Thailand’s sustained and systematic 
efforts on cross-governmental coordination and 
enforcement. Thailand stands as an example to 
other middle-income economies and emerging 
markets of how their national IP environments 
can be improved at an institutional level.  
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